
INTERACTIVE COMPUTATIONAL MODELS OF PARTICLEDYNAMICS USING VIRTUAL REALITYTom Can�eld, Darin Diachin, Lori Freitag, William MichelsDaniel Heath, and Jim Herzog Nalco Fuel TechMCS Division 1001 Frontenac RdArgonne National Laboratory Naperville, IL 60566Argonne, IL 60439 ABSTRACTWe discuss an interactive environment for the visualization, analysis, and modi�cation ofcomputational models used in industrial settings. In particular, we focus on interactivelyplacing massless, massed, and evaporating particulate matter in computational uid dynam-ics applications. We discuss the numerical model used to compute the particle pathlinesin the uid ow for display and analysis. We briey describe the toolkits developed forvector and scalar �eld visualization, interactive particulate source placement, and a three-dimensional GUI interface. This system is currently used in two industrial applications, andwe present our tools in the context of these applications. We summarize the current state ofthe project and o�er directions for future research.Keywords: Interactive visualization, computational steering, particle tracking, industrialapplications 1 INTRODUCTIONAn increasing number of industrial applications rely on computational models to reducecosts in product design, development, and testing cycles. The computational modeling ofscienti�c applications usually involves three distinct phases:1. The engineers determine an initial mathematical model consisting of a set of partialdi�erential equations (PDEs), boundary conditions, and input parameters that de-scribe the physical phenomenon of interest, for example, uid ow or stress and strainanalysis.



2. A discrete approximate solution to the system of PDEs is found by using appropriatenumerical techniques and methods. The solution space consists of large data setscontaining the vector and scalar �elds corresponding to the physical variables used inthe mathematical model.3. The data sets are visualized and analyzed by the engineer who modi�es the numericalmodel, input parameters, or boundary conditions to �ne-tune the simulation or to studya variety of physical situations. The engineer then returns to Step 2 and computes anew discrete solution.As indicated in Step 3, this process is iterative and often requires weeks or months of manhours to �nd the best mathematical model and computational solution for each new ap-plication area. In this article, we describe an interactive simulation and analysis tool thatcan considerably shorten the computational cycle described above by allowing engineers todirectly interact with the model from within the visualization environment. Ideally, oncethe initial numerical solution is understood, the user should be able to easily and intuitivelychange input parameters or boundary conditions and see the results of those changes inreal time. Unfortunately, the computations involved in a typical application are usually toocomplex to be done in real time even with the use of advanced numerical techniques onstate-of-the-art computers.One application in which real-time calculations are possible is the modeling of particledynamics in noncoupled, two-phase ows. For this model, we have designed an interactivesystem that consists of three components: the display device and graphics software, thecomputational software, and a communication layer that passes information between thetwo. The display device used for the applications in this article is the immersive Cave Au-tomatic Virtual Environment (CAVE) developed at the University of Illinois at Chicago [1].The three-dimensional visualizations in the CAVE provides insight and understanding ofthree-dimensional solution spaces not available when using a two-dimensional screen displaymechanism. The computations are done by using the TrackPack software package, whichcomputes the dynamics of massless, massed, and evaporating particles on a variety of meshesfor both time dependent and steady state ows. This package is linked to the CAVE visual-ization environment using the CAVEComm message-passing library developed at ArgonneNational Laboratory [4]. Using this interactive system, the engineer can easily de�ne parti-cle characteristics and sources from within the visualization environment and communicatethese changes to a remote simulation process. The new results are calculated and returnedfor visualization and further modi�cation in a matter of seconds.The interactive particle dynamics simulation has several interesting industrial applica-tions, two of which we focus on here. The �rst is a joint project between Argonne NationalLaboratory (ANL) and Nalco Fuel Tech (NFT) to design pollution and slag control systemsfor commercial boilers and incinerators. These systems use an injection-based process tospray noncatalytic reagents directly into the ue gas ows, where they react to reduce pol-lutants or slag. Optimal performance of the system is obtained by careful placement of theinjectors in the boiler with respect to the ue gas temperatures, velocity �elds, and slag



buildup. Thus, a tool that provides engineers the capability to interactively place the injec-tors and obtain a quick evaluation of spray coverage is critical to the e�ective design of thissystem. To enable this capability, we have implemented mechanisms for the visualization ofthree-dimensional ue gas ow, slag distribution, and temperature distributions and for theinteractive placement of injector nozzles and particulate matter in a virtual boiler.The second project involves the analysis of ow in the automotive piston chamber of afour cycle engine. Experimentalists are designing a pollution control system for automotivesystems based on injecting atomic nitrogen into emission ows. An understanding of theows in both the piston chamber and the exhaust system is critical to a successful imple-mentation of the experimental system. To visualize the ows in these systems, we expandedthe interactive computational model for particulate ow mentioned above to accommodatetime-dependent ows and moving meshes.We have organized the remainder of this article as follows. In section 2, we describe thecomputational model used in the TrackPack software to study the dynamics of massless,massed, and evaporating particles. In Section 3, we present the interactive environmentused to visualize and modify the results of the particle dynamics calculations. The completeenvironment consists of a number of toolkits ranging from a three-dimensional graphical userinterface to visualization and particulate interaction toolkits. We describe each briey in thecontext of the two applications mentioned above. Finally, in Section 4, we summarize thecurrent state of the project and discuss directions for future research.2 COMPUTING PARTICLE DYNAMICSThe computational model used in the two industrial applications discussed here is basedon an integrated approach to calculating the dynamics of massless, massed, and evaporatingparticles in uid ow. This dynamic behavior depends on a number of physical properties ofthe ow, including the uid velocity vector �eld, uid temperature, and density. In addition,the dynamics also depend on the particle's initial size, density, temperature, position, andvelocity. These input parameters are used in the TrackPack software developed by Diachinand Herzog to allow the user to study massless, massed, and evaporating particles in anoncoupled system. The calculations are the basis for applications that study uid owusing streamlines, massed particulate modeling in ow (such as the formation of slag onboiler walls), and injection models using evaporation sprays. We now briey describe theordinary di�erential equations governing these particles; a fuller description is available in[2].Massless particle paths or streamlines are calculated by following the computed vector�eld by integrating the system d~xdt = ~Vp with (1)~Vp = ~Vg; (2)where ~x and ~Vp are the particle position and velocity vectors, respectively, and ~Vg is the



uid velocity vector given by the CFD solution data at the point ~x. For this system Diachinand Herzog have developed an analytic solution to the system of ordinary di�erential equa-tions on linear tetrahedra [3]. This approach has the e�cient implementation bene�ts of themodi�ed fourth-order Runge-Kutte method described in [6] but is an exact solution usinglinear interpolation between spatial data points. Particle dynamics on hexahedral meshesare modeled by using the same techniques after decomposing the hexahedra into �ve tetra-hedral elements. Thus, the method is designed to be independent of the particular volumediscretization used. Initial tests have been done on structured, Cartesian meshes, tetrahedralmeshes, and body-�tted hexahedral meshes. Results show that this method eliminates onesource of numerical error from the integration of Equations (1) and (2) and is more stablethan standard numerical integration techniques [3] . It was further shown that for linearvelocity �elds this method is faster than forward Euler using a constant time step and ismore accurate than fourth-order Runge-Kutte.The massed particle model uses Equation (1) and includes dependencies in the formulafor ~Vp for the forces on the particle resulting from uid resistance and gravity. The systemof equations governing massed particles is given by Equation (1) andd~Vpdt = 18�g(~Vg � ~Vp)�pD2 + �p � �g�p ~g: (3)Here, �g is the viscosity of the uid, � is the density, D is the particle diameter, and ~gis the gravitational acceleration vector. To include the e�ect of evaporation in the model,we start with Equations (1) and (3). To e�ciently account for the processes of heat andmass transfer, we make some simplifying assumptions. We assume that the evaporation isheat transfer limited and that the droplet heating time is short compared with the dropletevaporation time. Thus, the temperature of the particle rises to near its boiling point andthen begins to evaporate. This process described by the equationdTpdt = NNu�kD(Tg � Tp)(mpcpp) ; (4)where NNu is the Nusselt number, k is the thermal conductivity of the uid, Tp and Tg arerespectively the temperature of the particle and the gas, and cpp is the speci�c heat of theparticle. Once a particle reaches its boiling temperature, all further heat gains from the uidcause mass loss from evaporation without further changes in temperature. The evaporationis described by the equation dmpdt = (Nu�kD(Tg � Tp))Hv ; (5)where Hv is the heat of vaporization of the particle.The TrackPack software comprises the analytic solutions used with streamlines and afourth order Runge-Kutte method used to integrate the di�erential equations for massed andevaporating particles. We require that the user provide a query interface to the discrete data



structures describing the velocity and scalar �elds that returns cell location and interpolatedvalues of discrete data.The velocity and scalar �elds used in the applications described in Section 1 were generatedby using commercially available CFD packages. The query interface routines written for theseapplications use an interpolation algorithm based on using a weighted sum of ow data fromnearby discrete points (as is done in the the �nite element method). This procedure enablesthe interpolated velocity �elds to vary continuously between volume cells, thereby ensuringthat the trajectories are a smooth, accurate representation of the discrete data. The time-dependent data in the automotive problem required an additional interpolation betweenmoving meshes. The code is written in ANSI C and C++ using a portable make�le system.We have successfully installed and run this code on a variety of computer architectures,including the IBM SP system, SGIs, and Sun workstations.3 THE INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTTo visualize and interact with the results of the particle dynamic calculations, we havedeveloped a graphics package for the CAVE composed of several general-purpose toolkits. Inthis section we describe the visualization toolkit for interactively placing particulate matterin the ow �eld and a three-dimensional graphical user interface used to increase applicationexibility and control. We have discussed this work in some detail in [2], and we give onlya brief description here.The visualization environment is based on the CAVE technology developed at the Elec-tronics Visualization Laboratory at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Users are immersedin the virtual environment by stepping into a ten-foot cube that has stereo images projectedonto two walls and the oor. Several users may be immersed simultaneously in the samevirtual environment and interact with the same computational model. One user is trackedby an electromagnetic tracking system, and the image orientation is calculated with respectto the head position of that user. Objects in the CAVE are manipulated by the user, whouses a wand, a three-dimensional analogue of the mouse on current computer workstations.3.1 Interactive Particulate VisualizationWe have provided several options for data visualization that can be used to obtain insightinto large numerical vector and scalar data �elds resulting from computational simulationsof physical phenomen. Of primary interest to the engineers studying the CFD applicationsdescribed in Section 1 are the velocity �elds and the temperature distributions, and weuse these as representative vector and scalar �elds. The user provides a geometry for thecomputational domain that serves as a frame of reference for the data visualization.To facilitate the study of the vector �elds that result from computational applications, wehave developed an interactive system that allows the user to initiate a streamline from anyposition within the computational domain. The starting point of the streamline is given bythe location of the wand at the time of initiation. This spatial coordinate is communicated to



the TrackPack process, which computes the path of a massless particle. Once calculated, theentire path of the particle through the geometry is returned to the visualization process foreither continuous or animated display. Each streamline requires approximately 0.2 secondsto request, compute, and visualize when the visualization process and computational processare linked by a local ethernet or fast ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) connection [2].Animated streamlines can also be used to demonstrate the large-scale structure of theow �elds in the geometry. Rather than choosing a single starting point, we interactivelyde�ne a rectangular region of interest in the computational domain. This region is �lled witha uniform, three-dimensional array of grid points whose density is controlled by the user.The particle streamlines are computed from this initial array of points, and the resultinganimations are displayed simultaneously. The time-dependent particle trajectories showingthe circular ow in a automotive piston chamber are shown in Figure 1 for two di�erent timesteps.The TrackPack software can also be used to compute the paths for massed and evaporatingparticulate matter for real-time visualization. This capability is particularly useful in theNalco Fuel Tech collaboration in analyzing injector placement for pollution control systems.In this application, an initial injector placement is determined by using the knowledge oftemperature distribution and ow �eld data from the computational model and the priorexperience of an engineer who has worked with similar boilers. The spray coverage forthis initial system is evaluated, and the injector con�guration is iteratively re�ned until themaximal coverage has been achieved.Once an initial con�guration is selected, the position and orientation of each injectorare communicated to the remote particle tracking process. The sprays are calculated byusing a statistical model consisting of 500 massed evaporating particles for each injector[2]. The results for each injector are requested interactively and communicated back to thevisualization process for display using continuous paths, which can be colored by source orby a user-de�ned scalar quantity. Injectors can be relocated by selecting them with the wandand dragging them to the new location. In addition, the speci�c spray con�guration for eachinjector can be modi�ed to study the e�ects of changes in the initial particle size, speed, anddistribution. In Figure 2 we show the spray from an injector placed on an exterior boilerwall colored by temperature.3.2 The Graphical User InterfaceTo assist in the management of information in the virtual environment, we have designeda three-dimensional graphical user interface (GUI) that gives the user greater exibilityand control of the application. To allow a number of di�erent operating modes to exist inan application, we use a menuing system to enhance the functionality of the wand. Forexample, in the applications studied here, we use a data visualization mode, an injectorplacement mode, and a features mode. The last allows the user to toggle the visualizationof complex and computationally expensive features in the geometry, such as superheatersand economizers in boilers, change navigation schemes, and/or toggle wire frame mode. In



addition to the menuing interface, we have designed three-dimensional scrollbars that allowthe user to modify numerical parameters or adjust visualization environment parameters.In Figure 3 we show the scrollbars used to adjust the playback speed and direction of thetime-dependent ows in the automotive piston. In the boiler application, we use scrollbarsto adjust initial particle size, speed, and distribution from the injector source when studyingparticulate matter. 4 SUMMARYIn this paper we have described an interactive system that industrial engineers can rou-tinely use in the modeling and analysis of particle dynamics in computational models. Por-tions of this system have already been incorporated into the Nalco Fuel Tech productionenvironment and have signi�cantly reduced the time required to analyze injector con�gura-tions for pollution control systems.Several enhancements are being incorporated into the current software environment toimprove its usefulness and increase the accuracy of the computational model. We are gen-eralizing the libraries for vector and scalar �eld visualization to allow them to be easilyincorporated into other applications. In addition, we are building templates for typicalCAVE application interactions, which should greatly reduce the start-up time required byeach application. To increase the capabilities of the computational model, we are incorporat-ing unstructured mesh techniques [5] and parallel processing to allow real-time interactionwith more complex models. Advanced computational techniques such as boot-strapping thesolution from a coarse grid to a �ne grid and adaptive re�nement methods are also beinginvestigated. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThis work was supported by the Mathematical, Information, and Computational SciencesDivision subprogram of the O�ce of Computational and Technology Research, U.S. Depart-ment of Energy, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.REFERENCES[1] C. Cruz-Neira, D. J. Sandin, and T. A. DeFanti. Surround-screen projection-based vir-tual reality: The design and implementation of the CAVE. In ACM SIGGRAPH 93Proceedings, pages 135{142. ACM, 1993.[2] Darin Diachin, Lori Freitag, Daniel Heath, JimHerzog, BillMichels, and Paul Plassmann.Remote engineering tools for the design of pollution control systems for commercialboilers. to appear International Journal of Supercomputing Applications, 10.2.[3] Darin P. Diachin and James A. Herzog. Analytic streamline calculations for linear tetra-hedra. In Submitted to 13th AIAA Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 1996.[4] T. L. Disz, M. E. Papka, M. Pellegrino, and R. L. Stevens. Sharing visualization experi-ences among remote virtual environments. In Proceedings of the International Workshop
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